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In Drosophila, genes of the Enhancer of split Complex [E(spl)-C] are important components of the Notch (N) cell–cell
signaling pathway, which is utilized in imaginal discs to effect a series of cell fate decisions during adult peripheral nervous
system development. Seven genes in the complex encode basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) transcriptional repressors, while 4
others encode members of the Bearded family of small proteins. A striking diversity is observed in the imaginal disc
expression patterns of the various E(spl)-C genes, suggestive of a diversity of function, but the mechanistic basis of this
variety has not been elucidated. Here we present strong evidence from promoter–reporter transgene experiments that
regulation at the transcriptional level is primarily responsible. Certain E(spl)-C genes were known previously to be direct
targets of transcriptional activation both by the N-signal-dependent activator Suppressor of Hairless [Su(H)] and by the
proneural bHLH proteins achaete and scute. Our extensive sequence analysis of the promoter-proximal upstream regions of
12 transcription units in the E(spl)-C reveals that such dual transcriptional activation is likely to be the rule for at least 10
of the 12 genes. We next show that the very different wing imaginal disc expression patterns of E(spl)m4 and E(spl)mg are
property of small (200–300 bp), evolutionarily conserved transcriptional enhancer elements, which can confer these
istinct patterns on a heterologous promoter despite their considerable structural similarity [each having three Su(H) and
wo proneural protein binding sites]. We also demonstrate that the characteristic inactivity of the E(spl)mg enhancer in the
otum and margin territories of the wing disc can be overcome by elevated activity of the N receptor. We conclude that the
istinctive expression patterns of E(spl)-C genes in imaginal tissues depend to a significant degree on the capacity of their
ranscriptional cis-regulatory apparatus to respond selectively to direct proneural- and Su(H)-mediated activation, often in
nly a subset of the territories and cells in which these modes of regulation are operative. © 1999 Academic Press
Key Words: neurogenesis; sensory organ development; Notch pathway; cis-regulatory elements; Suppressor of Hairless;gene evolution.
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During the development of the external sensory organs
that constitute the bulk of the adult peripheral nervous
system (PNS) of Drosophila, cell–cell signaling mediated by
the Notch (N) pathway is utilized to effect a series of cell
fate decisions (reviewed in Posakony, 1994). First, a sensory
organ precursor (SOP) cell is singled out from a proneural
cluster (PNC), a small group of cells on which neural
potential is conferred by their expression of the proneural
proteins achaete (ac) and scute (sc), which are basic helix-
loop-helix (bHLH) transcriptional activators. The SOP then
undergoes a number of asymmetric cell divisions to give
rise to a mature multicellular sensory organ, and here again
S
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All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.he N pathway plays an essential role. In the case of the
echanosensory bristles that cover much of the body
urface of the fly, N signaling first helps distinguish the
ates of the two secondary precursor cells that are daughters
f the SOP and then acts to specify distinct fates for the two
airs of cells that make up the bristle organ: the shaft cell
nd the socket cell, and the neuron and sheath cell.
The N protein is a transmembrane receptor (see for
eview Greenwald, 1998; Kimble and Simpson, 1997). When
he N extracellular domain is contacted by the transmem-
rane ligand Delta (Dl), the N intracellular domain (NIC) is
pecifically cleaved and enters the nucleus (Lecourtois and
chweisguth, 1998; Schroeter et al., 1998; Struhl and Ada-
hi, 1998), where it binds to the sequence-specific DNA-
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34 Nellesen, Lai, and Posakonybinding protein Suppressor of Hairless [Su(H)] (Fortini and
Artavanis-Tsakonas, 1994; Tamura et al., 1995). The Su(H)–
NIC complex is active in transcriptional activation (Bailey
and Posakony, 1995; Hsieh et al., 1996; Jarriault et al., 1995;
Kao et al., 1998), and among its direct targets in PNCs are
certain genes of the Enhancer of split Complex [E(spl)-C]
(Bailey and Posakony, 1995; Furukawa et al., 1995; Lecour-
tois and Schweisguth, 1995), at least some of which are also
known to be activated directly in PNCs by the proneural
proteins ac and sc (Kramatschek and Campos-Ortega, 1994;
Singson et al., 1994).
The E(spl)-C includes seven genes (m3, m5, m7, m8, mb,
mg, and md) that encode closely related bHLH repressor
proteins (Delidakis and Artavanis-Tsakonas, 1992; Kla¨mbt
et al., 1989; Knust et al., 1992). Four E(spl)-C genes, m2, m4,
6, and ma, encode small proteins predicted to be struc-
urally similar to the product of another gene with an
pparent role in N signaling, Bearded (Brd) (our unpub-
ished observations; Kla¨mbt et al., 1989; Leviten et al.,
1997; Leviten and Posakony, 1996). The m1 transcription
unit encodes a putative Kazal-type protease inhibitor (our
unpublished observations). The final known member of the
E(spl)-C is groucho (gro), the product of which functions as
transcriptional corepressor for bHLH and other repressor
roteins (reviewed in Fisher and Caudy, 1998). Although
enetically separable from the other E(spl)-C genes (Deli-
akis et al., 1991; Schrons et al., 1992), gro is often consid-
red part of the complex because of its functional relation-
hip with the other members and because the gro protein
nteracts biochemically with the bHLH repressors encoded
n the complex. The overall structure of the E(spl)-C has
een conserved through the 60 million years separating D.
elanogaster and D. hydei (Maier et al., 1993).
While gro is expressed ubiquitously throughout develop-
ent (our unpublished observations; Delidakis et al., 1991),
he other E(spl)-C genes are expressed in specific temporal
nd spatial patterns. Transcripts from eight of the genes
ccumulate in a very similar PNC pattern surrounding
egregating neuroblasts in the ventral neurogenic ectoderm
f the early embryo (our unpublished observations; Knust et
l., 1992). In the developing eye and wing imaginal discs of
he late third-instar larva, by contrast, much greater diver-
ity in E(spl)-C gene expression is observed. Three major
ualitative categories of E(spl)-C transcript accumulation
re apparent in the wing imaginal disc: specifically in all
NCs (m4, m7, m8), specifically in a very restricted subset
f PNCs (mg, md), and the broad, complex m2, ma, and mb
patterns (our unpublished observations; de Celis et al.,
1996; Singson et al., 1994). In addition, three E(spl)-C genes,
1, m3, and m5, appear not to be expressed significantly in
he third-instar wing disc (de Celis et al., 1996).
The diversity of expression patterns of E(spl)-C genes in
maginal tissue suggests a corresponding diversity of func-
ion (de Celis et al., 1996, 1997), which may in turn help
xplain the evolutionary maintenance of duplicated gene
ets within the complex (the seven bHLH genes and the
our Brd family genes; see Maier et al., 1993). However, the
l
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightegulatory mechanisms that underlie these striking expres-
ion differences have not been elucidated. Previous studies
ave demonstrated for three E(spl)-C genes (m4, m7, and
8) that promoter–reporter gene constructs are capable of
ecapitulating the qualitative expression pattern of the
ndogenous gene in vivo, indicating that at least these
atterns are likely to be controlled primarily at the tran-
criptional level (Bailey and Posakony, 1995; Lecourtois and
chweisguth, 1995; Singson et al., 1994). Intriguingly, the
vailable evidence suggests that certain E(spl)-C genes with
imilar (full PNC) imaginal disc expression patterns (e.g.,
4 and m8), as well as other genes with quite different
atterns (e.g., mg), have in common direct transcriptional
activation by a combination of proneural proteins and
Su(H), the latter responding to N receptor activity (Bailey
and Posakony, 1995; de Celis et al., 1996, 1997; Hinz et al.,
1994; Lecourtois and Schweisguth, 1995; Singson et al.,
1994).
In this paper we describe a series of studies aimed at
understanding in detail how the expression of individual
E(spl)-C genes in imaginal discs is controlled. We first
demonstrate using promoter–reporter transgenes for both
mb and mg that transcriptional regulatory mechanisms are
indeed likely to be responsible for the diversity of E(spl)-C
expression patterns. A systematic sequence analysis of the
promoter-proximal upstream regions of 12 transcription
units in the complex provides strong evidence that dual
transcriptional activation by proneural proteins and by
Su(H) is the rule for at least 10 of the 12 genes, possibly
excepting only m1 and m3. We show that the very different
wing disc expression patterns of m4 (full PNC) and mg
(partial PNC) are a property of small (200–300 bp) transcrip-
tional enhancer elements, which can confer these distinct
patterns on a heterologous promoter despite their consider-
able structural similarity, each having three Su(H) and two
proneural protein binding sites. We conclude that these
defined enhancer elements are capable of selective respon-
siveness to common transcriptional activators in PNCs.
Consistent with this, we demonstrate that the characteris-
tic inactivity of the mg enhancer in notum and wing margin
NCs can be overcome by elevated activity of the N
eceptor.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fly Strains
Flies were maintained on standard yeast–cornmeal–molasses–
agar medium at 18–25°C. The following mutant alleles are de-
scribed in the cited references: w1118, Su(H)AR9, Su(H)SF8, H20 (Lind-
sley and Zimm, 1992); HE31 (a null allele) (Schweisguth and
ecourtois, 1998; Schweisguth and Posakony, 1994). Transgenic fly
ines carrying P[ry1, Hsp70-Notch(intra)] are described in Struhl et
al. (1993).
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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35Enhancers Controlling E(spl)-C ExpressionHeat Shock Regimen
Third-instar larvae or pupae were placed in a humid chamber at
37°C for 1 h and subsequently allowed to recover at room tempera-
ture for 0–1 h before dissection.
Histology
b-Galactosidase activity stains were carried out as described by
Romani et al. (1989). Antibody stainings were performed essen-
tially as described by Hartenstein and Posakony (1989), using
anti-b-galactosidase (Promega) at a final dilution of 1:1000 and
mAb 22C10 (Hartenstein and Posakony, 1989; Zipursky et al.,
1984) at 1:200. In situ hybridizations to detect lacZ transcripts
were performed as described by Jiang et al. (1991). Imaginal discs
and embryos were mounted in 80% glycerol/0.1 M Tris–HCl, pH
8.0, or in Epon.
Germline Transformation
P[lacZ, w1] transgenes were introduced into w1118 recipient
mbryos as described in Rubin and Spradling (1982), using D2-3
ransposase helper plasmid. For each construct, at least seven
ndependent transgenic lines were analyzed for lacZ expression.
Cloning and Sequence Analysis
The P element transformation vectors CaSpeRlacZ and HZ-
CaSpeR are described in Margolis et al. (1994). All plasmid clones
not otherwise designated were constructed in pBluescript KS
(Stratagene).
Genomic DNA clones containing the md (F4d50), ma and mb
(F6b50), and m4 (Fm41A) transcription units of the E(spl)-C were
isolated from a dp cl cn bw EMBL3 phage library [kindly provided
by R. Blackman; see also Singson et al. (1994)]. Other genomic
DNA clones used for sequence analysis are from two separate
sources, namely EcoRI subclones 0-8 and 8-10 containing m5, m6,
and m7 (Knust et al., 1987), and a 3.5-kb HindIII fragment contain-
ng m3 (Preiss et al., 1988). The contiguity between subclones 0-8
nd 8-10 was verified by sequencing (using as template a fragment
CR-amplified from w1118 genomic DNA) across their EcoRI site
unction (part of the m7 upstream region).
md. A 9-kb EcoRI subclone, mdE(10), was made from F4d50
nd used to obtain 1556 bp of sequence data.
mg. From a 2.1-kb HindIII fragment containing mg (Delidakis
and Artavanis-Tsakonas, 1992), a 1243-bp Ecl136II–Hind III frag-
ment was subcloned into CaSpeRlacZ (CZmg1.2). A 234-bp KpnI–
XbaI fragment containing the mg enhancer was cloned directly
nto HZCaSpeRlacZ (HZmgKX).
mb. A 2.5-kb HindIII–EcoRI fragment, mbHE(18), was sub-
cloned from F6b50 and sequenced. From this, an 883-bp ApaLI–
stI fragment was cloned into CaSpeRlacZ (CZmb0.9).
ma. A 3.6-kb EcoRI fragment containing the ma gene was
ubcloned from F6b50 and sequenced.
m1 and m2. The ma–m3 intergenic region was amplified by
PCR from w1118 genomic DNA and subcloned in two pieces, a
.0-kb EcoRI–HindIII fragment containing m1 and a 4.6-kb EcoRI–
indIII fragment containing m2. The entire sequence of both
ragments was determined. The sequence of the proximal 1.5 kb of
he m2 upstream region was subsequently determined from a
second, independent PCR product and found to be identical.
m4. A 1.0-kb BamHI fragment was subcloned and sequenced;
this extended more proximal sequence data obtained previously by
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightSingson et al. (1994). An enhancer fragment with termini at an
XbaI site introduced at position 2337 and a KpnI site introduced at
258 was amplified by PCR, sequence verified, and cloned into
HZCaSpeRlacZ (HZm4).
D. hydei mg. A 1.6-kb EcoRI–XhoI subclone was made from
lDhC4 [a gift of A. Preiss (Maier et al., 1993)] and sequenced. A
313-bp XbaI–SalI enhancer fragment was cloned into HZCaSpeR-
lacZ (HZDhmgSX).
D. hydei m4. A 3.5-kb SalI–HindIII subclone was made from
lDh10 [a gift of A. Preiss (Maier et al., 1993)], and 1875 bp of
sequence from the SalI terminus (21075) was obtained.
Determination of Transcription Start Sites
The transcription start sites shown in Figs. 2A and 4 are based on
the following data:
m4, m5, m7, and m8. See Kla¨mbt et al. (1989). The identical 59
ermini of two apparently full-length m8 cDNA clones that we
ave recovered confirm the Kla¨mbt et al. assignment for this gene.
md. The 59 termini of three distinct, apparently full-length md
cDNA clones we have recovered are identical, and this position lies
an appropriate distance downstream of a variant TATA box (TA-
CAAAAA) in genomic DNA (this paper; Eastman et al., 1997); we
ave taken this to represent the md start site. Our assignment
iffers by approximately 400 bp from that given by Eastman et al.
1997). We believe the position we have determined is more likely
o be correct, since the Eastman et al. assignment implies a 59 UTR
for md of .500 nt, inconsistent with the size of the mRNA on
Northern blots (Knust et al., 1992) and unprecedented for E(spl)-C
genes.
mg. The 59 terminus of an apparently full-length mg cDNA
clone we have recovered lies an appropriate distance downstream
of a consensus TATA box (TATATAAA) in genomic DNA (Deli-
dakis and Artavanis-Tsakonas, 1992); we have taken this to repre-
sent the mg start site. This same assignment was used earlier to
report the positions of binding sites for proneural proteins (Singson
et al., 1994) and for Su(H) (Bailey and Posakonoy, 1995). The
differing Su(H) binding site positions in mg listed subsequently by
astman et al. (1997) appear to be erroneous.
mb and m3. The 59 termini of mb and m3 cDNA clones
(M96166 and M96165, respectively) sequenced by Delidakis and
Artavanis-Tsakonas (1992) lie an appropriate distance downstream
of consensus TATA boxes (TATATAAA and TATAAAA, respec-
tively) in the corresponding genomic DNAs (this paper; Knust et
al., 1992); we have taken these positions to represent the start sites
of these genes.
m1. Our assignment is based on a 9/9 sequence identity
(ATATATAAA) with m2 that includes a consensus TATA box
sequence (underlined) matching that of mb; in addition, the puta-
ive start site sequence (TCATaC) is a 5/6 match to that of mb
(TCATtC).
m2. Our assignment is based on the identity of the putative
start site sequence (CAGCATCA) with that of m5; in addition, this
site lies an appropriate distance downstream of a consensus TATA
box sequence (TATATAAA) that matches that of mb.
m6. Our assignment is based on the identity of the putative
tart site sequence (CAACA) with that of mg and m7; in addition,
this site lies an appropriate distance downstream of a consensus
TATA box sequence (GCTATAAAAGC) that exactly matches that
of m7.ma. Our assignment is based on the identity of the putative
start site sequence (ATCATTC) with that of m4 and m5; in
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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36 Nellesen, Lai, and Posakonyaddition, this site lies an appropriate distance downstream of a
consensus TATA box sequence (CTATAAAAGC) that exactly
matches that of m7.
Dhmg and Dhm4. Start sites for Dhmg and Dhm4 were as-
igned by sequence homology (see Fig. 4).
Site-Directed Mutagenesis
The Transformer (Clontech) site-directed mutagenesis kit was
used to mutate binding sites within the E(spl)mg KpnI–XbaI (KX)
234-bp enhancer fragment. To make HZmgKXS1,2m, the mgS1
Su(H) binding site was changed to CGTGGCAA and the mgS2 site
o TGTGACAA; the KX fragment was then cloned into HZ-
aSpeRlacZ. HZmgKXE1,2m was made by changing the mgE1
roneural bHLH binding site to GAAGGTT and the mgE2 site to
GAAGCTT and then cloning the KX fragment into HZCaSpeRlacZ.
A 155-bp truncated version of the E(spl)mg enhancer (HZmg155),
which extends from the distal XbaI site at 2384 (i.e., the same
pstream end as the 234-bp enhancer fragment) to 2230, was made by
CR; a KpnI site was added to the proximal end and the PCR product
as sequence-verified and cloned into HZCaSpeRlacZ.
To make HZmgKXTCCTm (see Results), a set of six oligonucle-
otides was used to replace the proximal portion of the 234-bp
enhancer and to extensively mutagenize the direct repeat and
surrounding conserved sequences. The TCCTm mutant contains
the sequence changes shown in boldface type (from 2262 to 2230):
Wild-type: GATCCTGGCAGCGATCCTGCTCCCTGGCCCGTT
Mutant: GAGCTCGTAATCTAGCATTCGCAAGGTAACTGT.
The mutant fragment was sequence-verified and cloned into HZ-
CaSpeRlacZ.
DNA-Binding Assays
GST–Su(H) protein was purified and electrophoretic mobility
shift assays were carried out as described in Bailey and Posakony
(1995). Both direct binding and competition experiments used
approximately 200 ng of GST–Su(H) protein; a 20-fold molar excess
of unlabeled probe was used in competition assays. Binding activity
was quantitated with a phosphorimager. The sequences of the
oligonucleotide probes used are as follows:
m4S1: CCTATCCTTGTAGTTTCCCACACTGGGTGTTTTGT
ATAGGAACATCAAAGGGTGTGAGCCACAAAACACC
m4S4: TTGAAAATATTCTCCCACGTTCTCGAGCT
AACTTTTATAAGAGGGTGCAAGAGCTCGA
mdS2: TTCTCGAGGGAAGTGGGAACCAGGGAGCA
AAGAGCTCCCTTCACCCTTGGTCCCTCGT
mgS3: CGCTCTGCAAATTCCCATGCCCATGGCCG
GCGAGACGTTTAAGGGTACGGGTACCGGC
mdS1: AGATGCATGAGAAACTTT
TCTACGTACTCTTTGAAAm7S1: CACATTTCTCATACTATT
GTGTAAAGAGTATGATAA.
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightNote that the numbering of Su(H) binding sites in E(spl)mg is
changed from that given in Bailey and Posakony (1995), to reflect
the addition of the S3 site shown above, such that the original S3
site is now designated S4, etc.
RESULTS
Diverse Patterns of E(spl)-C Gene Expression in
Imaginal Discs Are Controlled Transcriptionally
To investigate the regulatory basis for the diversity of
expression patterns exhibited by E(spl)-C genes in Dro-
sophila imaginal discs, we constructed promoter–lacZ
usion genes representing two transcription units in the
omplex that encode bHLH repressor proteins, E(spl)mb
and E(spl)mg. These genes were selected for the extreme
contrast in their disc expression patterns: The latter is
expressed in a very restricted subset of PNCs in the
third-instar wing disc, while the former is expressed
much more broadly in both the wing pouch and the
notum regions of the disc (de Celis et al., 1996). We
sought to determine which aspects of these distinctive
imaginal disc patterns could be reproduced by reporter
transgenes containing only the proximal upstream re-
gions from each gene. For comparison, we also examined
transgene expression in the ventral neurogenic ectoderm
of the embryo, where E(spl)mb and E(spl)mg, along with
most other genes of the E(spl)-C, are expressed in very
similar patterns (Knust et al., 1992). We find that rela-
tively small promoter fragments [0.9 kb for E(spl)mb and
1.2 kb for E(spl)mg, see Fig. 2] are sufficient to direct lacZ
xpression in the ventral ectoderm in a pattern that
losely resembles that of the endogenous genes (Figs.
A and 1D) (Knust et al., 1992). These same reporter
onstructs likewise reproduce the normal patterns of
(spl)mb and E(spl)mg expression in the third-instar
wing imaginal disc (Figs. 1B and 1E) (de Celis et al., 1996,
1997). We conclude that regulation at the transcriptional
level is principally responsible for the distinct imaginal
expression patterns of these E(spl)-C genes.
The striking difference in the expression patterns of the
E(spl)mb and E(spl)mg promoter–reporter constructs was
found to persist into early (6–8 h APF) pupal development
(Figs. 1C and 1F). The pattern of b-galactosidase accumula-
tion from the E(spl)mb reporter in the everted wing contin-
ues to be dominated by the intervein expression observed
earlier (see Fig. 1B). At this same stage, we find unexpect-
edly that the E(spl)mg reporter transgene is expressed
trongly in cells of the developing chemosensory organs
long the anterior wing margin (Fig. 1F), despite its having
een silent in the corresponding PNCs and SOPs in the
hird-instar disc (see Fig. 1E). This pattern holds as well for
he mechanosensory macrochaetes and microchaetes of the
otum: No expression of the E(spl)mg reporter is detectable
in the PNCs or SOPs that give rise to these organs (Figs. 1E
and 1G), yet this construct is highly active in the bristle
lineage deriving from the SOPs (Figs. 1G and 1H). That this
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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37Enhancers Controlling E(spl)-C Expressionreporter gene expression behavior is representative of the
normal expression of the endogenous gene is indicated by
the accumulation of E(spl)mg transcripts in the chemo-
FIG. 1. E(spl)-C proximal upstream sequences direct reporter ge
imaginal development. (A–H) Expression patterns of promoter–lacZ
transcript accumulation from the endogenous mg gene. (A, D, I) In
B, C, E–H) b-galactosidase activity staining. (A, D) Both mb (A
omplement of proneural territories in the ventral ectoderm at
xpression in late third-instar wing imaginal discs follows a bro
roneural territories. (E) By contrast, mg–lacZ expression in wing d
including those of the wing margin. (C) During pupal development [
is restricted to territories complementary to developing wing ve
eveloping sensory organs, including the wing margin bristles, b
ocation of inset F9; neurons stained brown with mAb 22C10/HR
macrochaete sensory organs of the pupal notum (G), but is abse
microchaete lineage (H, 19 h APF). (I) During early pupal develop
eveloping wing margin, including those of the chemosensory brissensory organ lineages of the anterior wing margin, as
detected by in situ hybridization (Figs. 1I and 1I9; cf. Fig.
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All right1F; see Fig. 5B). Double labeling with mAb 22C10, a
marker for sensory neurons, reveals that E(spl)mg re-
porter gene expression in the sensory organ lineage is
pression in appropriate patterns during both embryogenesis and
on constructs for E(spl)mb (A–C) and E(spl)mg (D–H). (I) Pattern of
hybridization using probes for lacZ (A, D) and mg (I) transcripts;
mg (D) promoter–reporter constructs are expressed in the full
time of SI neuroblast determination (stages 9–10). (B) mb–lacZ
ynamic pattern, which partially overlaps, but is not limited to,
s limited to a subset of PNCs outside of the developing notum, not
after puparium formation (APF)], mb–lacZ expression in the wing
F, F9) mg–lacZ expression at this same time appears in cells of
ppears to be excluded from developing neurons (arrow indicates
, H) At 10 h APF, mg–lacZ expression is detected in developing
om microchaete PNCs; expression appears subsequently in the
t (8–10 h APF), endogenous mg transcript appears in cells of the
neage (bracket indicates location of inset I9).ne ex
fusi
situ
) and
the
ad, d
iscs i
6–8 h
ins. (
ut a
P). (G
nt fr
menapparently limited to the presumptive nonneuronal ac-
cessory cells (Figs. 1F and 1F9), a finding that is consistent
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
38 Nellesen, Lai, and PosakonyFIG. 2. (A) Common transcriptional cis-regulatory elements upstream of E(spl)-C genes. Icons represent predicted binding sites for specific
transcription factors, identified by sequence in 12 D. melanogaster and 2 D. hydei E(spl)-C genes. Triangular icons represent binding sites
for proneural bHLH activator proteins (E boxes of the form RCAGSTG). Square icons represent Su(H) binding sites (single square,
RTGRGAR; double square, YGTGRGAA); linked double squares are Su(H) binding sites in the paired or SPS configuration (Bailey and
Posakony, 1995). Circles represent putative binding sites for bHLH repressors limited to “N boxes” (CACNAG, single circle) and generally
higher-affinity CACGYG motifs (double circle). Filled icons represent sites shown here (see Fig. 3) or elsewhere (including our unpublished
observations) to be bound by the corresponding protein in vitro. Gray boxes highlight enhancer elements (shown in detail in Fig. 4). Asterisk
indicates a possible second Su(H) site in mb. The notation “5X” denotes a tandem repeat of five sequences fitting the RTGRGAR Su(H)
consensus upstream of m1; only two icons are shown. Tun et al. (1994) recovered three independent sites selected in vitro by the mouse
RBP-Jk protein with the sequence CGTGTGAA; we have observed strong in vitro binding of Su(H) to three such noncanonical sites in
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.
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39Enhancers Controlling E(spl)-C Expressionwith the genetically defined direction of N receptor
activity in the lineage (Posakony, 1994). This suggests
that, as in PNCs, expression of at least some E(spl)-C
genes may be one of the responses to N signaling in adult
PNS lineages.
FIG. 2—
non-E(spl)-C target genes (unpublished observations). Three sites of
of which are indicated here (m2) by double square icons and a “T”; n
sequence. In addition to the five sites reported previously, two add
one in ma (this paper), fit the extended PPRE consensus sequence G
etween 2.0 and 2.6 kb upstream of m2, and 1.7 and 2.3 kb upstream
sites, an E box proneural site, a CACGTG bHLH repressor site, an
of either or both of these genes. (B) Alignment of Su(H) paired si
mammalian HES-1 homologs [human (HRY), mouse (HES-1), and
Known or predicted Su(H) binding sites are indicated in boldface ty
ess) and the mammalian genes (1 bp less). The SPS hexamer (GAA
CAAAGT) of this motif, while m3 lacks it in the usual locatio
downstream of the SPS element in m3. The existence of paired Su
Included for comparison are adjacent Su(H) binding sites in m5 an
configuration. Note especially the high degree of sequence identi
accession numbers and references) for the sequences analyzed here
rtavanis-Tsakonas, 1992); Dhmg, AF115457 (this paper); mb, A
preparation); m2, (Lai et al., in preparation); m3, AF115454 (this pap
aper); m5, AF115455 (this paper); m6, (Lai et al., in preparation); m1989).
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightCommon Cis-Regulatory Sequence Elements in
E(spl)-C Genes
As an essential prerequisite to understanding the diverse
patterns of expression of E(spl)-C genes in imaginal discs,
tinued
ype are found in the intergenic region upstream of m2 and m3, two
her occurrences have been found in the available E(spl)-C upstream
al E box sites in the E(spl)-C, one in md (Eastman et al., 1997) and
STGKNNNYY (Singson et al., 1994). An intergenic region located
3, not included in this figure, contains two putative Su(H) binding
N box; some or all of these sites may play a role in the regulation
PS elements; (Bailey and Posakony, 1995)] in E(spl)-C genes and
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40 Nellesen, Lai, and Posakonywe have undertaken a comparative analysis of the proximal
upstream regions of 12 of the transcription units in the
complex [the seven bHLH repressor-encoding genes, the
four Brd family genes, and E(spl)m1]. Here we present novel
nucleotide sequence for 10 of the 12 genes from D. mela-
nogaster and for 2 of the genes, E(spl)mg and E(spl)m4, from
. hydei. In analyzing and comparing these gene sequences,
e have paid particular attention to binding sites for those
ranscription factors that have been identified previously as
laying a role in the regulation of E(spl)-C genes (Fig. 2).
hese are the “E box” elements to which proneural bHLH
ctivators bind (Kramatschek and Campos-Ortega, 1994;
ingson et al., 1994), binding sites for Su(H) (Bailey and
osakony, 1995; Furukawa et al., 1995; Lecourtois and
chweisguth, 1995), and sites of interaction of bHLH repres-
or proteins (Kramatschek and Campos-Ortega, 1994;
hsako et al., 1994; Tietze et al., 1992; Van Doren et al.,
994).
Drosophila proneural bHLH transcriptional activators
ind with high affinity to, and mediate transcriptional
ctivation from, E box sequence motifs fitting the consen-
us RCAGSTG (where S denotes C or G) (Cabrera and
lonso, 1991; Murre et al., 1989; Van Doren et al., 1991,
1992). Specific E box elements of this type have been shown
previously to function in vivo in the transcriptional activa-
tion of three E(spl)-C genes (m4, m7, and m8) that are
targets of proneural regulation in the wing imaginal disc
(Bailey and Posakony, 1995; Kramatschek and Campos-
Ortega, 1994; Singson et al., 1994). In addition, as we have
noted earlier (Bailey and Posakony, 1995; Singson et al.,
1994), the proximal upstream region of mg includes two
such sequences. Our new sequence data reveal the presence
of at least one RCAGSTG E box upstream of md, mb, ma,
2, m5, and m6 (Fig. 2A). Only m1 and m3 lack this class
of E box binding site in their promoter-proximal regions,
though one such site occurs at 22335 in m1 and at 21791
in m3.
We have identified multiple new Su(H) binding sites in
the upstream regulatory regions of the E(spl)-C genes (Fig.
2A). Most importantly, these include “Su(H) paired site”
(SPS) configurations (Bailey and Posakony, 1995) in m3, m7,
and md (Figs. 2A and 2B), bringing to 6 the number of
E(spl)-C genes known to contain this unusual motif. Over-
all, we find that at least 11 of the 12 E(spl)-C genes include
one or more known or predicted Su(H) binding sites in the
first 1.5 kb of upstream sequence, with only m1 as a
ossible exception. We have defined these sites by the
onsensus RTGRGAR, which accommodates nearly all
ites that have been shown thus far to bind Su(H) in vitro
see below). Interestingly, more than half of the possible
u(H) sites we have found in the E(spl)-C fit a much more
approximately eightfold) restricted consensus, YGTGR-
AA, associated with high-affinity binding of both the
ouse and the fly Su(H) proteins (Bailey and Posakony,
995; Tun et al., 1994) (Fig. 2A).
As originally defined by its structure in m4, m8, and mg
(Bailey and Posakony, 1995), the SPS configuration consists
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightf two high-affinity (YGTGRGAAM; M denotes A or C)
Su(H) binding sites in an inverted repeat arrangement, with
30 bp between the first G (underlined) of the two sites. In
addition, the “Y” of the upstream site is T, while that of the
downstream site is C. Finally, the sequence between the
two Su(H) sites includes the hexamer GAAAGT or its
complement ACTTTC. Our new sequence data indicate
that the upstream region of md contains an SPS motif
eeting all of these criteria, except that the two Su(H) sites
re spaced by 28 bp instead of 30 (Fig. 2B). In this connec-
ion, it is worth recalling that the mouse bHLH repressor
ene HES-1, as well as its human and rat counterparts,
ncludes an upstream SPS arrangement with a 29-bp spacing
Bailey and Posakony, 1995) (Fig. 2B). We find as well that a
anonical SPS configuration occurs upstream of m7, with
he exception that only a 5/6 match to the SPS hexamer
equence (CAAAGT) is found between the two Su(H) sites
Fig. 2B). Finally, a canonical SPS module is also present
pstream of m3, except that it lacks an internal SPS
examer sequence; a 5/6 sequence match (TAAAGT) is
ound 7 bp downstream of the SPS motif (Fig. 2B). As shown
n Fig. 2B, pairs of putative Su(H) binding sites found in m5
nd mb may represent degenerate versions of SPS configu-
rations; these have an inverted repeat arrangement but lack
other elements of the canonical SPS motif (see legend to Fig.
2B).
Studies of the regulation of E(spl)-C expression in the
embryo have identified a possible role for the N box (defined
as CACNAG), a sequence element bound by at least some
bHLH transcriptional repressors (Kramatschek and
Campos-Ortega, 1994; Oellers et al., 1994; Tietze et al.,
1992). bHLH repressors, including those encoded by the
E(spl)-C, also bind (generally with higher affinity) other
motifs defined by the consensus CACGYG (Ohsako et al.,
1994; Van Doren et al., 1994). Figure 2A shows the posi-
tions at which sequences matching these two consensuses
occur in the upstream regions of E(spl)-C genes. The in vitro
binding of bHLH repressor proteins has been tested for only
a few of these sequences, and tests of in vivo functional
significance have been carried out only for two N box
elements in m8. Thus, the generality of E(spl)-C gene
regulation by bHLH repressors is uncertain at present.
However, we have noted previously that bHLH repressor
binding sites overlap or abut Su(H) binding sites in both the
Drosophila E(spl)m8 and the mouse HES-1 genes (Bailey
and Posakony, 1995), and our present data extend the
evidence for this association (Fig. 2A). We find that CA-
CAAG N boxes overlap Su(H) sites that are part of SPS
configurations in both md and m7, and a CACGCG site
verlaps the distalmost Su(H) site in m5. In addition, the
istalmost Su(H) site in mg is separated by only 5 bp from
CACGAG N box, and this feature is conserved in the
rosophila hydei mg gene (see below). Finally, we note that
mouse HES-1 includes not only a CACGAG N box overlap-
ping an SPS motif (Bailey and Posakony, 1995), but also a
CACGCG site 6 bp away, and that the human and rat
orthologs of HES-1 conserve both of these features (Fig. 2B).
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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41Enhancers Controlling E(spl)-C ExpressionThe frequent juxtaposition of bHLH repressor and Su(H)
binding sites upstream of bHLH repressor-encoding genes
may reflect a common aspect of their transcriptional regu-
lation, perhaps involving the displacement of a bound
bHLH repressor complex by Su(H) as the gene becomes
transcriptionally activated by the latter.
Upstream Regions of E(spl)-C Genes Include
Lower-Affinity Binding Sites for Su(H)
High-affinity binding sites for both Drosophila Su(H)
and its mammalian counterparts include the core consen-
sus YGTGRGAA (Bailey and Posakony, 1995; Lecourtois
and Schweisguth, 1995; Tun et al., 1994). We tested the
inding affinities of three noncanonical putative Su(H)
inding sites relative to a previously identified high-
ffinity site, m4S1 (TGTGGGAA) (Bailey and Posakony,
995). Figure 3A shows that purified Su(H) protein binds
n vitro to each of three novel sites that differ slightly
rom the high-affinity consensus: mdS2 (AGTGGGAA),
mgS3 (CATGGGAA), and m4S4 (CGTGGGAG). We find,
however, that when the relative affinities of Su(H) pro-
tein for these sites are compared in a competition assay
(Fig. 3B), they are not equivalent. While the m4S4 site is
apparently as effective a competitor as the m4S1 site, the
mgS3 site competes about two-thirds as well as m4S1 and
he mdS2 site competes only about one-third as well.
wo other noncanonical sites, mdS1 (CATGAGAA) and
m7S1 (TATGAGAA), were also tested in the direct bind-
ing assay and likewise found to interact in vitro with
Su(H) protein (Fig. 3A).
The observation that Su(H) binds with at least moderate
affinity to these noncanonical sites prompted us to define
the consensus sequence RTGRGAR as a more general
representation of putative Su(H) sites and to make use of
this consensus in analyzing our E(spl)-C sequence data (see
above).
Evolutionary Conservation of Cis-Regulatory
Sequence Elements in E(spl)-C Genes
As one means of probing the functional significance of
some of the cis-regulatory elements we have identified in
the E(spl)-C of D. melanogaster, we investigated the
degree to which they are conserved in the orthologous
genes from D. hydei. In particular, we determined the
sequence of the proximal upstream regions of D. hydei
mg and m4 (referred to hereafter as Dhmg and Dhm4). A
omparison of these sequences with their D. melano-
aster counterparts (Figs. 2A, 2B, and 4) leads to several
nteresting observations and conclusions. First, the SPS
otifs in these two genes are remarkably conserved. In
g, 36 nt out of a block of 39 nt encompassing the entire
PS element are identical in the two species; the con-
erved sequence includes both Su(H) binding sites and the
PS hexamer GAAAGT (Fig. 4A). The degree of conser-
ation is even more striking in m4: A 43-nt block D
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightcontaining the entire SPS motif shows only a single
variant position (Fig. 4B). Overall, the presence of mul-
tiple Su(H) binding sites is a strongly conserved feature of
the upstream regulatory regions of these two genes. With
at most two exceptions (mgS4 and Dhm4S2), “lone”
Su(H) sites, including lower-affinity sites, are also conserved
FIG. 3. Electrophoretic mobility-shift assays for the binding of
GST–Su(H) fusion protein to DNA probes representing specific
sequences in E(spl)-C genes. (A) Direct binding assays. Su(H) binds
RTGRGAR variants of the high-affinity consensus YGTGRGAA:
(left to right) mdS2 (AGTGGGAA), mgS3 (CATGGGAA), m4S4
(CGTGGGAG), mdS1 (CATGAGAA), and m7S1 (TATGAGAA);
the canonical site m4S1 [TGTGGGAA; (Bailey and Posakony,
1995)] is also shown. (B) Competition assay using a 20-fold molar
excess of unlabeled competitor. As quantitated using a phospho-
rimager, the m4S4 site competes as well as the m4S1 site with
labeled m4S1 probe, while the mgS3 site competes about two-
thirds as well and the mdS2 site only about one-third as well. For
the competition assay, results shown are typical of three separate
experiments.in their entirety (mgS3/DhmgS3, mgS5/DhmgS5, m4S1/
hm4S1, m4S4/Dhm4S5). Second, all four RCAGSTG
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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42 Nellesen, Lai, and PosakonybHLH activator binding sites we have identified in the
two genes are conserved, not only in sequence (with the
sole exception of the R position in m4E2) but also in their
proximity to Su(H) sites (Fig. 4). Third, putative bHLH
FIG. 4. Alignment of proximal upstream region sequences of E(
(bottom); vertical lines represent identities. Binding sites for proneu
(see Fig. 2A) are shown in boldface type, as are SPS hexamer moti
shaded. The mg comparison (A) does not include the full 59 extent
observed no other major blocks of conserved sequence, except for a h
sites we have identified in mg (this paper; Bailey and Posakony, 19
914 in our sequence, was not found to be conserved within the D
imit of our Dhm4 sequence data.repressor binding sites defined by the N box consensus
sequence CACNAG (Tietze et al., 1992) do not appear to
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All righte as conserved as sites defined by CACGYG that have
een shown to bind these proteins with high affinity
Ohsako et al., 1994; Van Doren et al., 1994). Thus, of
our distinct CACGYG sites (one in mg and three in m4),
g (A) and E(spl)m4 (B) from D. melanogaster (top) and D. hydei
HLH activators (E), for Su(H) (S), and for bHLH repressors (bHLH-R)
ex). Transcriptional enhancer modules analyzed in this study are
r sequence data for either gene. Upstream of the region shown, we
y AT-rich region in both genes. In contrast to the five Su(H) binding
he site mg5 described by Eastman et al. (1997), located at position
g sequence we obtained. The m4 comparison (B) extends to the 59spl)m
ral b
fs (H
of ou
ighl
95), ttwo are conserved, while apparently only one of seven
distinct N box sites (three in mg and four in m4) is
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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43Enhancers Controlling E(spl)-C Expressionconserved (Figs. 2A and 4). Fourth, conserved transcrip-
tion factor binding sites are often accompanied by
strongly conserved flanking sequences (Fig. 4), suggesting
that additional regulatory factors may interact with the
DNA, and possibly with the known binding proteins, in
these regions. Finally, it is striking how many lengthy
“islands” of conserved sequence are apparent (Fig. 4)
FIG. 4—beyond those that correspond to, or immediately flank,
binding sites for Su(H), the proneural proteins, and the
i
t
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightHLH repressors. A small fraction of these may represent
inding sites for other identified factors; e.g., a consensus
ite (WGATAR; W denotes A or T) for GATA factors is
onserved in mg (position 2229 of the D. melanogaster
ene; Fig. 4A). However, for the most part the functional
ignificance of such conserved blocks is unclear; they
gain indicate the existence of additional protein–DNA
tinuednteractions that may be of importance for the transcrip-
ional regulation of these E(spl)-C genes.
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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44 Nellesen, Lai, and PosakonyCompact Cis-Regulatory Regions of E(spl)mg and
E(spl)m4 Constitute Autonomously Functioning
Enhancers That Direct Distinct Imaginal Disc
Expression Patterns
We have demonstrated here (Fig. 1) and elsewhere the
capacity of promoter-reporter fusion gene constructs to
recapitulate the normal expression patterns of E(spl)-C
genes in imaginal discs (Bailey and Posakony, 1995; de Celis
et al., 1996; Singson et al., 1994). This indicates clearly that
ranscriptional regulatory mechanisms, acting through the
pstream cis-regulatory apparatus of the individual genes,
re sufficient to generate distinct and qualitatively appro-
riate spatial expression outputs.
In our analysis of the proximal upstream regions of
(spl)-C genes, we were struck by the similarity in the
is-regulatory organization (Figs. 2A and 4) of two genes, mg
and m4, which are nevertheless expressed in dissimilar
spatial patterns in the wing imaginal disc (Bailey and
Posakony, 1995; de Celis et al., 1996; Singson et al., 1994).
Both genes include, within 400 nt of the transcription start
site, a dense, evolutionarily conserved clustering of tran-
scriptional activator binding sites, including sites for both
Su(H) and proneural bHLH proteins (Figs. 2A and 4). Yet m4
is expressed in a full pattern of sensory organ PNCs in the
wing imaginal disc, while mg transcripts appear in only a
very restricted subset of these. We investigated in greater
detail how the similar cis-regulatory apparatus of the two
enes directs different imaginal disc expression patterns by
lacing discrete fragments of upstream DNA (indicated by
hading in Figs. 2A and 4) adjacent to an Hsp70 minimal
romoter driving a lacZ reporter gene. The patterns of
reporter expression conferred by these constructs in trans-
genic flies were examined. We find that these compara-
tively small fragments (279 and 234 bp, respectively) from
m4 and mg contain transcriptional enhancer activities
capable of conferring on a heterologous promoter the char-
acteristic differential expression patterns of the native
genes (Fig. 5). The m4 enhancer directs reporter expression
in nearly all proneural territories, including those giving
rise to both macrochaetae and microchaetae (Fig. 5C; and
data not shown), while the expression driven by the mg
enhancer is excluded from the PNCs of the notum macro-
chaetae and wing margin (Fig. 5D), as well as from the
microchaete clusters (data not shown). The extent of the
PNC expression of these enhancer–reporter constructs dif-
fers somewhat from that of the full-length promoter–
reporter constructs [see Fig. 1C of Bailey and Posakony
(1995) and Fig. 1D of this paper] in that the number of cells
exhibiting b-galactosidase activity in a given cluster is
consistently reduced for both the m4 and the mg enhancer
constructs. Nevertheless, we conclude that cis-regulatory
information sufficient to recapitulate the qualitatively dis-
tinct spatial expression patterns of the endogenous m4 and
mg genes resides in their proximal upstream regions.We sought further insight into which sequences in the
g enhancer might be critical for generating the character-
t
g
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightistic expression pattern it confers by investigating the
pattern of reporter gene activity directed by the correspond-
ing segment (313 bp) of the Dhmg upstream region (Figs. 2A
and 4). We find that the mg and Dhmg enhancers yield
nearly identical spatial patterns of b-galactosidase activity
in third-instar wing discs (Fig. 5E). Moreover, the Dhmg
enhancer also replicates the early pupal-stage expression in
both the macrochaete and the microchaete lineages that we
have observed with the mg promoter–reporter construct
data not shown; see Figs. 1G and 1H). These results
trongly suggest that sequence blocks conserved between
he mg and the Dhmg enhancers (see Fig. 4) represent
is-regulatory elements important for controlling the dis-
inctive expression pattern of this gene.
Selective Response of the E(spl)mg Enhancer to N
athway Activity
Both the mg and the m4 enhancers defined above include
three identified Su(H) binding sites (two as part of an SPS
element) and two binding sites for proneural bHLH activa-
tors (see Figs. 2A and 4). Despite this strong similarity, one
of them (mg) fails to direct reporter gene expression in
many imaginal disc PNCs in which both Su(H) and the
proneural proteins are clearly active as transcriptional acti-
vators, while nevertheless responding to these same activa-
tors in a small subset of clusters. Thus, the mg enhancer
exhibits the property of responding selectively to N path-
way and/or proneural activity in the wing imaginal disc and
pupal notum. We sought to illuminate the nature of this
selectivity by testing whether reporter gene expression
driven by the mg enhancer could be extended by increasing
verall N receptor activity in the disc. We have reported
reviously that a 510-bp fragment of the proximal upstream
egion of m4 responds strongly to ubiquitous expression of
n activated form of N [Nintra; Struhl et al. (1993)]. This m4
promoter response includes both elevated activity in PNCs
and ectopic activity elsewhere in the imaginal disc (Bailey
and Posakony, 1995), behavior that we find is mimicked by
the m4 enhancer (Fig. 5H). As shown in Figs. 5I and 5J, Nintra
is likewise a potent activator of the mg enhancer. Most
importantly, we observe that the enhancer is preferentially
activated in all of the proneural territories from which it is
normally restricted, including those of the developing mi-
crochaete field (Figs. 5I and 5J). Thus, however the restric-
tion of the normal mg expression pattern comes about,
activated N effectively counteracts this mechanism, pre-
sumably by elevating the level of activated Su(H) (Bailey
and Posakony, 1995).
This result, considered in light of evidence that activated
N functions by converting Su(H) from a repressor to an
activator of transcription (Hsieh et al., 1996; Kao et al.,
1998), raises the possibility that Su(H) itself might partici-
pate in inhibiting mg expression in particular territories.
e therefore examined reporter gene expression directed by
he m4 and mg enhancers in a Su(H)2 background. This
enotype has opposing effects on the activities of two key
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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45Enhancers Controlling E(spl)-C Expressiontranscriptional activators of E(spl)-C genes: Su(H) function
is lost, but the consequent failure of lateral inhibition also
results in a high level of proneural protein expression and
transcriptional regulatory activity throughout the PNCs
(Bailey and Posakony, 1995; Schweisguth and Posakony,
1994). Under these Su(H)2 conditions, both the endogenous
4 gene (see Fig. 5F) and the 510-bp m4 promoter fragment
FIG. 5. Discrete transcriptional enhancers from E(spl)m4 and E(s
(Hsp70 minimal) promoter. (A, B, F, G) Accumulation of transcripts
ybridization to third-instar wing discs. (C–E, H–L) lacZ reporter ac
discs (except J; see below), directed by transgenes containing enhan
g (E). m4 transcript accumulates in a PNC pattern in both wild
ingson et al., 1994). mg transcript accumulates in only a subset of
here and in some additional (notum) positions in Su(H)2 discs (a
u(H)2 notum (which is observed particularly in older-appearing d
1). (C–E) Enhancer fragments from m4 (C) and mg (D) direct expre
imilar to those of the corresponding full-length promoters and e
melanogaster mg. (H, I, J) Both the m4 and the mg enhancers re
expression preferentially within proneural territories in both late th
compare to Fig. 1G). Note ectopic PNC expression of the mg enha
In Su(H) mutant discs, m4 enhancer-driven expression (like that of
eveloping notum (K), while mg enhancer expression remains fullxhibit strong expression in PNCs; in the latter case at
east, the expression is dependent on the integrity of two
w
s
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All right-box binding sites for proneural activators (Bailey and
osakony, 1995). We find that the m4 enhancer construct
which contains both E boxes) responds in this same man-
er, very likely for the same reason (Fig. 5K). The endoge-
ous mg transcript is similarly expressed at high levels in
u(H) mutant discs, predominantly but not exclusively in
NCs outside of the notum (Fig. 5G). This result contrasts
g confer appropriate spatial patterns of activity on a heterologous
the endogenous m4 (A, F) and mg (B, G) genes revealed by in situ
(detected by b-galactosidase activity staining) in third-instar wing
(see Figs. 2 and 4) from m4 (C, H, K,), mg (D, I, J, L,), or D. hydei
(A) and Su(H) mutant (F) wing discs (Bailey and Posakony, 1995;
s in wild-type discs (B) (de Celis et al., 1996), but is detectable both
s in G). We cannot yet distinguish whether mg expression in the
is in SOP cells (ectopic) or in progeny of the SOP (normal; see Fig.
of lacZ via the Hsp70 minimal promoter in spatial patterns very
enous genes; the Dhmg enhancer (E) behaves like that from D.
d to ubiquitous expression of activated N, driving elevated lacZ
nstar wing discs (H, I) and (for mg) in 8- to 10-h APF pupal nota (J,
in the notum and wing margin (I) and microchaete field (J). (K, L)
ull promoter and the endogenous gene) is detected in PNCs of the
tricted from the notum (L).pl)m
from
tivity
cers
-type
PNC
rrow
iscs)
ssion
ndog
spon
ird-i
ncerith a previous report that mg transcript accumulation is
everely reduced or abolished in a Su(H)2 background (de
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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46 Nellesen, Lai, and PosakonyCelis et al., 1996). Finally, we find that the mg enhancer,
hich like the m4 enhancer includes two proneural bHLH
ctivator binding sites, directs clearly elevated expression
n the wing blade PNCs (where it is normally active in a
ild-type background; see Fig. 5D), but remains inactive in
otum clusters (Fig. 5L). We have verified that, as in the
ase of the m4 promoter fragment, the strong expression
riven by the mg enhancer in Su(H)2 discs is fully E
ox-dependent (data not shown; see below). Thus, Su(H)
ene activity is apparently not essential to the mechanism
hat keeps the mg enhancer from functioning in notum
NCs.
Effects of Mutations in Specific Sequence Elements
in the E(spl)mg Enhancer
Although the paired configuration of Su(H) sites is a
common feature of five E(spl)-C genes with differing imagi-
nal disc expression patterns (see Fig. 2), we nevertheless
thought it likely that the SPS element in the mg enhancer
plays an important role in directing the partial PNC expres-
sion pattern characteristic of this gene. A version of the mg
enhancer with both of the paired Su(H) binding sites mu-
tated (but with the lower-affinity mgS3 site intact) yields a
largely normal spatial pattern of expression in the wing
disc, though the extent of expression within each PNC
(number of cells with detectable reporter activity) is mark-
edly reduced (Fig. 6F). An even more drastic effect is
observed in the eye–antenna disc: In sharp contrast to the
wild-type mg enhancer (Fig. 6A), the mutant enhancer fails
to drive detectable expression in the retinal field, and
expression in the anlage of Johnston’s organ, a large chor-
dotonal organ, is greatly diminished (Fig. 6B). These results
indicate that the integrity of the paired Su(H) binding sites
in the mg enhancer is essential for the normal pattern of
expression driven by this enhancer and strongly suggest
that Su(H) is a critical activator of mg transcription in vivo.
he fact that the mutant enhancer still directs reporter
ctivity in only the subset of PNCs characteristic of normal
g expression is consistent with the finding described
above that Su(H) gene function in trans is not a required
component of the mechanism that defines this subset.
We find that mutation of the two E-box proneural protein
binding sites within the mg enhancer likewise reduces the
extent of reporter activity within wing disc PNCs, while
preserving the overall spatial pattern (Fig. 6G). Enhancer-
driven expression in the eye–antenna disc is also sharply
reduced, again particularly in the retinal field (Fig. 6C).
These results indicate that transcriptional activation by the
proneural bHLH proteins [including ac, sc, and atonal (ato)]
is an essential component of mg expression in imaginal
iscs.
We next tested a truncated version of the mg enhancer
that lacks many of the proximal conserved sequences of the
full-length enhancer, including a conserved GATA motif,
but retains all of the known activator binding sites of the
larger version (see Fig. 4A). This 155-bp truncated enhancer
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightirects reporter gene expression in the wing imaginal disc in
pattern like that of the 234-bp version (Fig. 6H), but is
onsiderably weakened and moreover lacks expression in
he retinal field of the eye–antenna disc (Fig. 6D).
Since the 155-bp truncated version of the mg enhancer
retains a spatially restricted pattern of PNC expression in
the wing disc (Fig. 6H), we next focused our attention on a
relatively lengthy conserved sequence segment within this
fragment. The sequence immediately downstream of the
paired Su(H) binding sites includes a direct repeat of the
motif “GATCCTG” that is conserved in D. hydei (see Fig.
4A). We tested the activity of a version of the full-length
234-bp enhancer in which the direct repeat element and
surrounding conserved sequences were extensively mu-
tagenized (see Materials and Methods). This mutant mg
enhancer was found to direct reporter gene expression in
the restricted PNC pattern characteristic of E(spl)mg and
he wild-type enhancer, though at very substantially re-
uced levels (Fig. 6I). As with the other mutants, activity in
he retinal field is very severely compromised (Fig. 6E).
These extensive mutational analyses identify multiple
equence components of the 234-bp mg enhancer that are
required positively for its normal activity in both the wing
and the eye–antenna imaginal discs. By contrast, our results
do not indicate that any of the major conserved sequence
elements in the enhancer are responsible in a simple way
for the characteristic lack of E(spl)mg expression in most
ing disc PNCs. This is suggestive of some complexity in
he mechanism that underlies this spatial restriction, an
ssue that is considered further under Discussion.
DISCUSSION
Common and Conserved Transcriptional Cis-
Regulatory Elements in E(spl)-C Genes
One of the most striking results of our comparative
analysis of the proximal upstream regions of E(spl)-C genes
is the finding that certain transcriptional cis-regulatory
elements are commonly, though not universally, distrib-
uted among these genes. Most notable is the widespread
co-occurrence of known or predicted binding sites for Su(H)
and for proneural bHLH activators. Of the 12 genes in the
complex (not including gro), 10 include at least one high-
affinity binding site for each of these factors within the
promoter-proximal 1.5 kb; m1 and m3 are the only excep-
tions. At least 10 E(spl)-C genes contain multiple Su(H)
binding sites, while at least 5 contain more than one bHLH
activator site. Moreover, Su(H) and proneural binding sites
are found in close proximity in 8 genes; this may facilitate
synergistic interactions between these proteins.
Not only are Su(H) and proneural binding sites widely
distributed among the E(spl)-C genes of D. melanogaster,
we have found as well that these sites are strongly con-
served in orthologous genes from D. hydei. Of 10 Su(H) and
4 proneural binding sites in D. melanogaster mg and m4 for
which comparable data from D. hydei are available, a
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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47Enhancers Controlling E(spl)-C Expressionminimum of 8 Su(H) and all 4 proneural sites are conserved,
in the context of proximal upstream regions that are overall
significantly diverged. Thus, although only some of these
binding sites have been specifically shown to be functional
in vivo (Bailey and Posakony, 1995), our interspecific se-
uence comparisons indicate clearly that these elements
re subject to selection.
These results are consistent with a number of conclu-
sions. First, it is highly likely that direct transcriptional
regulation by Su(H) in vivo, first demonstrated explicitly for
m4, m5, and m8 (Bailey and Posakony, 1995; Lecourtois and
chweisguth, 1995), is the rule for E(spl)-C genes, with m1
eing a probable exception. Indeed, various lines of experi-
ental evidence exist to support this generalization in the
ase of seven of the genes (this paper; Bailey and Posakony,
995; de Celis et al., 1996, 1997; Eastman et al., 1997;
urukawa et al., 1995; Lecourtois and Schweisguth, 1995).
econd, it is likely that most E(spl)-C genes (with m1 and
m3 as possible exceptions) also make use of proneural
roteins as direct transcriptional activators in vivo, as has
been shown experimentally for m4, m7, m8, and mg (this
paper; Bailey and Posakony, 1995; Kramatschek and
Campos-Ortega, 1994; Singson et al., 1994). The particular
class of E-box binding site we have studied here (RCAG-
STG) is compatible with binding and activation by a variety
of proneural protein complexes, including heterodimers of
ac, sc, lethal of scute, and ato with daughterless (da), as well
as da homodimers (Bailey and Posakony, 1995; Cabrera and
Alonso, 1991; Jarman et al., 1993; Singson et al., 1994; Van
Doren et al., 1991, 1992). Thus, for example, it is very likely
that the photoreceptor proneural protein ato functions
through these sites to contribute to transcriptional activa-
tion of E(spl)-C genes in the retinal field of the developing
eye disc (this paper; de Celis et al., 1996; Jarman et al., 1994;
Singson et al., 1994).
Implications for E(spl)-C Evolution
The above findings also have, we believe, important
implications for understanding the evolution of the
E(spl)-C. We suggest that the unusual size and complex
structure of the SPS element make it highly unlikely that it
has arisen more than once. Instead, it appears to represent a
very useful evolutionary marker that, unlike shorter, indi-
vidual transcription factor binding sites, may be assumed to
be present in a given gene by descent, rather than by
convergent or independent evolution. Our finding that five
of seven E(spl)-C bHLH repressor genes are each associated
with an SPS element suggests strongly that an ancient
progenitor bHLH gene, prior to the duplication events that
gave rise to the present E(spl)-C, already included the SPS
motif and was therefore already subject to transcriptional
regulation by Su(H). This interpretation is significantly
strengthened by our previous observation that HES-1, a
ouse homolog of the Drosophila hairy/E(spl) bHLH re-
pressor family, also includes an SPS element in its proximal
upstream region (Bailey and Posakony, 1995). The implica-
o
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightion is that the SPS configuration was part of the cis-
egulatory apparatus of a bHLH repressor gene present in
he common ancestor of protostomes [specifically, the
cdysozoa (Aguinaldo et al., 1997)] and deuterostomes,
robably between 0.67 billion (Ayala and Rzhetsky, 1998)
nd 1.2 billion (Wray et al., 1996) years ago.
The presence of both Su(H) binding sites and proneural
inding sites, usually in close proximity, upstream of mul-
iple E(spl)-C genes may indicate that this also is a rela-
ively ancient cis-regulatory configuration, perhaps reflect-
ng an effective functional synergy of these transcriptional
ctivators (Bailey and Posakony, 1995). We note, for ex-
mple, that this same combination of closely associated
roneural and Su(H) binding sites has been observed in a
otochord-specific enhancer in the Brachyury gene of the
scidian Ciona intestinalis (Corbo et al., 1997, 1998).
Local, Independent Transcriptional Control of
E(spl)-C Gene Expression
Members of gene complexes often share transcriptional
cis-regulatory elements, even when the genes are separated
by large physical distances [e.g., Gomez-Skarmeta et al.
(1995)]. This phenomenon is frequently invoked to help
explain evolutionary stability of the clustered arrangement
of paralogous gene sets (Maconochie et al., 1996). The
overall organization and much of the primary structure of
the E(spl)-C have been conserved through the approxi-
mately 60-million-year evolutionary distance separating D.
melanogaster and D. hydei (this paper; Maier et al., 1993).
de Celis et al. (1996) have speculated that the members of
he md/mg and m7/m8 gene pairs may rely on shared
is-regulatory elements to achieve their distinctive expres-
ion patterns. However, the results we have reported here
nd elsewhere indicate clearly that the primary qualitative
ifferences in E(spl)-C gene expression in imaginal discs can
e reproduced by the activities of separate cis-regulatory
omains located upstream of individual transcription units
n the complex.
E(spl)m4, like m7 and m8, is expressed in a full PNC
attern in the third-instar wing disc (Singson et al., 1994)
hat is recapitulated by a reporter transgene driven by a
10-bp proximal m4 promoter fragment (Bailey and Posa-
ony, 1995). The wild-type m8 expression pattern in the
ing disc (Hinz et al., 1994; Singson et al., 1994) is likewise
losely mimicked by reporter transgenes containing proxi-
al m8 upstream sequences (as little as 1.2 kb) that do not
verlap those of m4 (Bailey and Posakony, 1995; Lecourtois
nd Schweisguth, 1995). Thus at least two E(spl)-C genes
xpressed in a full PNC pattern in the wing disc do not
ppear to require the sharing of cis-regulatory elements to
ccomplish this.
Analyzing E(spl)-C genes with qualitatively very different
xpression patterns points to the same conclusion. We have
hown here that the normal wing disc expression patterns
f both mg and mb (de Celis et al., 1996) are successfully
recapitulated in the activities of reporter transgenes that
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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49Enhancers Controlling E(spl)-C Expressionutilize nonoverlapping 1.2- and 0.9-kb fragments, respec-
tively, of mg and mb proximal upstream sequence. Thus,
despite their close proximity in the E(spl)-C (Delidakis and
Artavanis-Tsakonas, 1992; Knust et al., 1992), these two
genes achieve highly distinctive patterns of transcript accu-
mulation in imaginal discs principally via apparently sepa-
rate transcriptional cis-regulation. We have further demon-
strated in this paper that the difference between mg and m4
expression in the wing disc (partial versus full PNC pattern)
is a property of discrete transcriptional enhancer modules
associated with each gene, which can confer the appropriate
expression patterns on a heterologous minimal promoter.
These results emphasize once again the primarily local,
independent nature of transcriptional regulation in the
E(spl)-C.
Finally, we note that the reiteration of high-affinity
binding sites for the same transcriptional activators [Su(H)
and proneural proteins], such as we have observed in the
upstream regions of 10 E(spl)-C genes, is likewise indicative
of these genes’ capacity—and perhaps requirement—for
independent transcriptional regulation. Taken together, our
results point to the conclusion that both common and
distinct patterns of E(spl)-C gene expression are primarily
controlled by individual cis-regulatory domains associated
with each gene, rather than by shared enhancers.
Mechanisms Underlying Differential Expression of
E(spl)-C Genes in Imaginal Tissue
When combined with previous reports (Bailey and Posa-
kony, 1995; Lecourtois and Schweisguth, 1995), the evi-
dence presented here establishes for the first time that all
three of the major qualitative types of E(spl)-C gene expres-
sion patterns in the wing imaginal disc—full PNC (m4, m7,
m8), partial PNC (md, mg), and the broad, complex m2, ma,
and mb patterns—are controlled principally at the tran-
criptional level. It is thus at this level that we expect to
ncover the mechanisms responsible for differentiating
hese patterns, by analyzing the structure and operation of
he transcriptional cis-regulatory apparatus of individual
(spl)-C genes.
The diversity of their expression patterns is the more
nteresting in light of our finding that at least 10 E(spl)-C
enes expressed in the wing disc include, in their proximal
pstream regions, high-affinity binding sites for both Su(H)
nd proneural proteins. It is clear for members of both the
ull and the partial PNC expression categories that these
ites are functional in vivo—they are both evolutionarily
onserved (this paper) and required for normal expression of
eporter transgenes in imaginal discs and embryos (this
aper; Bailey and Posakony, 1995; Kramatschek and
ampos-Ortega, 1994; Lecourtois and Schweisguth, 1995;
ingson et al., 1994). In the case of mb, genetic evidence is
fully consistent with the notion that this gene is also
directly activated by Su(H) in response to N signaling (de
Celis et al., 1996, 1997). Despite this fundamental com-
monality, the 10 genes are not all expressed in all of the
d
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightimaginal territories and cells in which Su(H) and/or the
proneural proteins are active as transcriptional activators.
In the late third-instar wing disc, expression of mg, for
example, is excluded from the wing margin and from most
notum PNCs [where m4, m7, and m8 are robustly expressed
nder both proneural and Su(H) control], yet it appears
ubsequently in the SOP lineages that arise from these
erritories. Similarly, mb is not expressed in a PNC pattern
n the late third-instar notum, but is expressed at vein/
ntervein boundaries in the later pupal wing under N
athway control. We propose that the characteristic expres-
ion patterns of E(spl)-C genes in imaginal tissues depend to
significant degree on the capacity of their transcriptional
is-regulatory apparatus to respond selectively to direct
roneural- and Su(H)-mediated activation, often in only a
ubset of the territories and cells in which these modes of
egulation are operative. This regulatory capability permits
ifferent E(spl)-C genes to make use of a common set of
irect transcriptional activators and to achieve a largely
ommon pattern of expression in the embryonic ventral
euroectoderm, while at the same time allowing them to
articipate in different subsets of N signaling-dependent
ell fate decisions in imaginal development.
At least two general types of mechanism might underlie
he selective responsiveness of E(spl)-C genes to activation
y Su(H) and the proneural proteins. First, the upstream
egulatory regions of individual genes may be constructed
n such a way as to permit different on/off threshold
esponses to spatially and temporally varying levels of the
ctivity of these common activators, a pattern formation
trategy employed in the Drosophila embryo (Driever et al.,
989; Jiang and Levine, 1993; Struhl et al., 1989). This
echanism could readily contribute, for example, to the
ifference between full and partial PNC expression patterns
n the wing disc. In this connection, it may be significant
hat when wing discs from third-instar larvae bearing m4–
acZ reporter transgenes are understained, the apparent
attern of b-galactosidase activity notably resembles the
restricted PNC pattern characteristic of mg or md. Thus, it
is possible that the PNCs in which mg and md are expressed
re those in which the transcriptional activation activity of
he proneural proteins of Su(H) (or both) is highest and that
he cis-regulatory apparatus of these genes is organized in a
anner that is insensitive to lower levels. Clearly, differ-
nces in the number and quality of binding sites for pro-
eural proteins and Su(H) could be an important component
f gene-to-gene differences in response thresholds (Driever
t al., 1989; Jiang and Levine, 1993; Struhl et al., 1989).
hough each of the m4 and the mg enhancers we have
efined includes three Su(H) and two proneural protein
inding sites, one of the Su(H) sites in mg is of lower
affinity. In addition, differences in the arrangement of
activator binding sites could be the basis for establishing
different thresholds of response (Burz et al., 1998; Hewitt et
al., 1999); the m4 and mg enhancers are indeed significantly
ifferent in their organization.
A second category of mechanism is the utilization of
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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50 Nellesen, Lai, and Posakonycis-regulatory elements that are not in common among
E(spl)-C genes. Such elements would be bound by spa-
tially and/or temporally restricted trans-acting factors
that could therefore modulate, in a qualitatively distinct,
gene-specific manner, the response to proneural and
Su(H) activation. For example, the hypothetical elements
could serve either to repress the responses of mg and md
in most PNCs or to promote the responses of m4, m7, and
m8 in the same territories to yield a full PNC pattern of
expression. Thus far, our mutational analysis has failed
to identify any negative spatial regulatory elements in
the mg enhancer; all of the mutant versions of the
nhancer we have tested direct reduced, rather than
ctopic, expression. The m4 enhancer does include a
number of conserved sequences, not shared with the mg
enhancer, that are candidates for positively acting ele-
ments that could sensitize this gene to proneural and
Su(H) activation. However, none of these appear to cor-
respond to known activator binding sites.
Along with these modulating mechanisms, of course,
particular E(spl)-C genes (e.g., mb) may also utilize binding
ites for transcription factors that function wholly indepen-
ently of the proneural proteins and Su(H) to confer specific
spects of their expression.
The capacity of activated N, presumably acting through
u(H), to overcome the normal spatial restrictions of mg
expression (at the wing margin and in notum macrochaete
and microchaete PNCs) is compatible with either threshold
or modulator element models, but is valuable for demon-
strating that this restriction is not due to an irreversible
repressed state of the gene in the territories where it is
inactive. Since an analogous form of activated mammalian
N binds to and converts CBF-1, a human Su(H) ortholog,
from a repressor to an activator of transcription (Hsieh et
l., 1996; Kao et al., 1998), the possibility exited that a
epressive activity of Su(H) might normally play a role in
nhibiting mg expression in a subset of proneural territo-
ies. However, we have found that neither Su(H) binding
ites in cis nor Su(H) gene activity in trans is required for
estriction of the mg enhancer expression pattern. It was
lso conceivable that bHLH repressor proteins encoded by
(spl)-C genes could, by negative auto- or cross-regulation
Kramatschek and Campos-Ortega, 1994), play a role in the
patial restriction of the mg expression pattern, but no
binding sites for these proteins are evident in the mg
enhancer sequence. Finally, it is clear that the basal pro-
moters of m4 and mg are dispensable for generating their
different wing disc expression patterns, since the enhancers
we have identified in the two genes can direct appropriate
expression through a heterologous promoter.
Functions of E(spl)-C Genes in Adult Sensory
Organ Development
It is inviting to speculate that much of the selective
pressure for duplication and divergence of the genes of the
E(spl)-C has come from the diversity of their possible roles
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightn imaginal development, including bristle and eye devel-
pment and wing vein formation, all N pathway-dependent
vents. Studies of the phenotypes observed within somatic
lones of cells homozygous for various deletions in the
omplex have demonstrated an essential role for E(spl)-C
enes, including both the bHLH repressor genes and gro, in
inhibiting commitment to the SOP cell fate within imagi-
nal disc PNCs (Bang et al., 1995; de Celis et al., 1991;
Heitzler et al., 1996; Tata and Hartley, 1995). Thus, at this
early stage of adult sensory organ development, genes of the
E(spl)-C act as key effectors of N-mediated cell–cell signal-
ing. Given the critical role of the N pathway in the
specification of cell fates in the bristle lineage (see Posa-
kony, 1994), it is sensible to ask whether the E(spl)-C has an
analogous function in this setting. A number of lines of
evidence are consistent with this proposition. Overexpres-
sion of E(spl)-C bHLH genes alters cell fate in the bristle
lineage in a manner consistent with a gain of N pathway
function (Tata and Hartley, 1995), while reduction of
E(spl)-C bHLH gene dosage suppresses the H “double
socket” phenotype (Bang et al., 1995), again consistent with
the E(spl)-C acting in the lineage in the same direction as N
signaling. We have demonstrated here for the first time the
normal expression of an E(spl)-C gene in an adult sensory
organ lineage and have shown that this expression (like that
in PNCs) can be recapitulated by a discrete transcriptional
enhancer module that includes both Su(H) and proneural
protein binding sites. While all of these findings are com-
patible with a function for E(spl)-C genes in bristle cell fate
specification, the phenotype of E(spl)-C2 somatic clones
as been interpreted as indicating that only gro, and not the
HLH genes, normally has such a role (de Celis et al., 1996).
owever, we believe that this view fails to take into
ccount the observation by several groups that the pheno-
ype within clonal territories lacking both E(spl)-C bHLH
enes and gro is more severe than that of clones lacking
nly gro function (de Celis et al., 1991; Heitzler et al., 1996;
ata and Hartley, 1995) and superficially resembles that of
l2, N2, or Su(H)2 clones (Heitzler and Simpson, 1991;
Schweisguth, 1995). At the least, such a finding indicates
the possibility that E(spl)-C bHLH genes may have impor-
tant functions in establishing cell fate in adult external
sensory organ lineages.
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